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Abstract
Introducing products between multivectors of C0,7 (the Clifford algebra over the metric vector
space R0,7) and octonions, resulting in an octonion, and leading to the non-associative standard octonionic
product in a particular case, we generalize the octonionic X-product, associated with the transformation
rules for bosonic and fermionic fields on the tangent bundle over the 7-sphere S7, and the XY -product. This
generalization is accomplished in the u- and (u, v)-products, where u,v ∈ C0,7 are fixed, but arbitrary.
Moreover, we extend these original products in order to encompass the most general—non-associative—
products (R⊕R0,7)×C0,7 →R⊕R0,7, C0,7 × (R⊕R0,7) →R⊕R0,7 and C0,7 ×C0,7 →R⊕R0,7.
We also present the formalism necessary to construct Clifford algebra-parametrized octonions, which pro-
vides the structure to present the O1,u algebra. Finally we introduce a method to construct O-algebras
endowed with the (u, v)-product from O-algebras endowed with the u-product. These algebras are called
O-like algebras and their octonionic units are parametrized by arbitrary Clifford multivectors. When u is re-
stricted to the underlying paravector space R⊕R0,7 ↪→ C0,7 of the octonion algebra O, these algebras are
shown to be isomorphic. The products between Clifford multivectors and octonions, leading to an octonion,
are shown to share graded-associative, supersymmetric properties. We also investigate the generalization of
Moufang identities, for each one of the products introduced.
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The X-product was originally introduced in order to correctly define the transformation rules
for bosonic [vector] and fermionic [spinor] fields on the tangent bundle over the 7-sphere S7
[1]. This product is closely related to the parallel transport of sections of the tangent bundle,
at X ∈ S7, i.e., X ∈ O such that X¯X = XX¯ = 1. The X-product is also shown to be twice the
parallelizing torsion [2], given by the torsion tensor. This tensor is not constant due to the non-
associativity of the octonion algebra O, non-vanishing due to the non-commutativity of O, and in
particular, it is used to investigate the S7 Kacˇ–Moody algebra [1,3]. The X-product has also been
used to obtain triality maps and G2 actions [4,5], and it leads naturally to remarkable geometric
and topological properties, for instance, the Hopf fibrations S3 · · ·S7 → S4 and S7 · · ·S15 → S8
[6,7], and twistor formalism in ten dimensions [2]. The paramount importance of octonions in
the search for unification is based, for instance, in the fact that by extending the division-algebra-
valued superalgebras to octonions, in D = 11 an octonionic generalized Poincaré superalgebra
can be constructed, the so-called octonionic M-algebra that describes the octonionic M-theory
[8], where the octonionic super-2-brane and the octonionic super-5-brane sectors are shown to
be equivalent [9]. Also, there are other vast generalizations and applications of the octonionic
formalism [10,11] such as the classification of quaternionic and octonionic spinors [12] and the
pseudo-octonionic formalism [13].
This paper is intended to generalize the X- and XY -products, and to provide formal pre-
requisites to define new Clifford algebra-parametrized octonions associated with the (1, u)-
product, besides extending the original Moufang identities to the new products to be defined,
when it is possible. In this sense, we produce a copy of O, but endowed with the (1, u)-product,
instead of the standard octonionic product. Moreover we define and investigate the fundamental
properties of the (1, u)-, u- and (u, v)-products, u,v ∈ C0,7, which naturally generalize the X-
and XY -products, X,Y ∈ O such that X¯X = XX¯ = 1 = Y¯ Y = Y Y¯ , i.e., X,Y ∈ S7. Octonionic
products between Clifford algebra multivectors that result in an octonion are also introduced,
and the Moufang identities are shown to be generalizable for the (1, u)-product, while for other
products it is shown not to be possible to extend the Moufang identities, even to new Moufang-
like identities, obtained from the original ones using the automorphism and anti-automorphisms
of Clifford algebras. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to present exterior
and Clifford algebras and in Section 3 we review the fundamental properties of the octonionic
algebra O, defined in terms of the Clifford algebra C0,7 and its associated Clifford product that
defines the octonionic product [14]. The octonionic product is chosen to be defined in terms of
the Clifford product in order that the arena of the whole formalism to be the Clifford algebra.
In Section 4 the X-product and the XY -product [7] are generalized, encompassing ‘octonionic
products’ between arbitrary multivectors of C0,7 and octonions. After introducing products be-
tween Clifford multivectors and octonions, that results in an octonion, we illustrate the use of
the formalism, giving some examples of useful computations. Section 5 is devoted to introduce
octonionic, Clifford algebra-parametrized units, associated with the (1, u)-product and, using
these Clifford algebraic-dependent octonionic units, we assert the main results generalizing the
formalism presented in [7], this time encompassing the whole Clifford algebra C0,7 instead of
simply its paravector subspace R ⊕ R0,7 ↪→ C0,7. Although the product between C0,7 and O
(that results in an octonion) is not associative, it is shown to be graded-associative, if we apply
the graded involution on elements of C0,7. Also, the generalized Moufang identities, for the
(1, u)-product, are presented and discussed. In Section 6 an ‘octonionic product’ between mul-
tivectors of C0,7 is presented, which allows us to construct more general octonion algebras. It
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struct O-like algebras with the octonionic product structure based on the just defined generalized
octonionic products.
2. Preliminaries
Let V be a finite n-dimensional real vector space. We consider the tensor algebra
⊕∞
i=0 T i(V )
from which we restrict our attention to the space Λ(V ) = ⊕nk=0 Λk(V ) of multivectors over V .
Λk(V ) denotes the space of the anti-symmetric k-tensors, the k-forms. Given ψ ∈ Λ(V ), ψ˜
denotes the reversion, an algebra anti-automorphism given by ψ˜ = (−1)[k/2]ψ ([k] denotes the
integer part of k). ψˆ denotes the main automorphism or graded involution, given by ψˆ = (−1)kψ .
The conjugation is defined as the reversion followed by the main automorphism. If V is en-
dowed with a non-degenerate, symmetric, bilinear map g :V × V → R, it is possible to ex-
tend g to Λ(V ). Given ψ = u1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk and φ = v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vl , ui, vj ∈ V , one defines
g(ψ,φ) = det(g(ui, vj )) if k = l and g(ψ,φ) = 0 if k = l. Finally, the projection of a multi-
vector ψ = ψ0 +ψ1 + · · · +ψn, ψk ∈ Λk(V ), on its p-vector part is given by 〈ψ〉p = ψp , while
projection in its p and q components is given by 〈ψ〉p⊕q = ψp + ψq . The Clifford product be-
tween w ∈ V and ψ ∈ Λ(V ) is given by wψ = w∧ψ +w ·ψ . The Grassmann algebra (Λ(V ), g)
endowed with this product is denoted by C(V,g) or Cp,q , the Clifford algebra associated with
V Rp,q, p + q = n.
3. Octonions
The octonion algebra O is defined as the paravector space R⊕R0,7 endowed with the product
◦ : (R ⊕ R0,7) × (R ⊕ R0,7) → R ⊕ R0,7, denominated octonionic standard product. The iden-
tity {e0 = 1} ∈ R and an orthonormal basis {ea}7a=1, in the underlying paravector space [14,15]
R⊕R0,7 ↪→ C0,7 associated with O, generate the octonions. It is well known that the octonionic
product can be constructed using the Clifford algebra C0,7 as
A ◦B = 〈AB(1 −ψ)〉0⊕1, A,B ∈R⊕R0,7, (1)
where ψ = e1e2e4 + e2e3e5 + e3e4e6 + e4e5e7 + e5e6e1 + e6e7e2 + e7e1e3 ∈ Λ3(R0,7) ↪→ C0,7
and the juxtaposition denotes the Clifford product [14]. The idea of introducing the octonionic
product from the Clifford one in this context is to present hereon our formalism using solely
Clifford algebras. Indeed, as O is isomorphic to R ⊕ R0,7 as a vector space, the octonionic
product fundamentally takes two arbitrary elements of the paravector space R⊕R0,7—which is
itself endowed with the octonionic product—resulting in another element of the paravector space.
But looking to octonions inside the Clifford algebra arena we can go beyond the paravector space
and exploit the whole Clifford algebra space, which is the way we use to generalize the X- and
XY -products.
It is now immediate, from Eq. (1), to verify the usual rules between basis elements under the
octonionic product:2
ea ◦ eb = εcabec − δab (a, b, c = 1, . . . ,7), (2)
2 Octonions are usually defined by these rules, but here we point out the usefulness of considering these rules (Eq. (2))
as derived from Eq. (1), using Clifford algebras.
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1 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7
e1 −1 e4 e7 −e2 e6 −e5 −e3
e2 −e4 −1 e5 e1 −e3 e7 −e6
e3 −e7 −e5 −1 e6 e2 −e4 e1
e4 e2 −e1 −e6 −1 e7 e3 −e5
e5 −e6 e3 −e2 −e7 −1 e1 e4
e6 e5 −e7 e4 −e3 −e1 −1 e2
e7 e3 e6 −e1 e5 −e4 −e2 −1
where we denote εcab = 1 for the cyclic permutations (abc) = (124), (235), (346), (457), (561),
(672) and (713). Explicitly, the multiplication table (Table 1) is given by [4].
All the relations above can be expressed as ea ◦ ea+1 = ea+3 mod 7. Since we can consider
the underlying vector space of O as being R⊕ R0,7 ↪→ C0,7, the Clifford conjugation of X =
x0 + xaea ∈O is given by X¯ = x0 − xaea .
4. The u-product and generalizations
Hereon we suppose that u ∈ C0,7 ≡ C(R0,7, g). Given fixed but arbitrary X,Y ∈ R⊕ R0,7
such that XX¯ = X¯X = 1 = Y¯ Y = Y Y¯ (X,Y ∈ S7), the X-product is defined [1,2,4] by
A ◦X B := (A ◦X) ◦ (X¯ ◦ B) = X ◦
(
(X¯ ◦ A) ◦B)= (A ◦ (B ◦X)) ◦ X¯. (3)
The XY -product is defined as
A ◦X,Y B := (A ◦ X) ◦ (Y¯ ◦ B). (4)
In particular, the (1,X)-product is given by
A ◦1,X B := A ◦ (X¯ ◦B). (5)
X is the unit of (1,X)-product above, since A ◦1,X X = X ◦1,X A = A [1,4].
We could propose a natural generalization of the X-product, introducing the u-product as
A ◦u B := (Au) ◦
(
u−1B
)
. (6)
But if the products Au and u−1B are to be interpreted as Clifford products, the elements u ∈
C0,7, such that Au and u−1B are octonions, should be scalars. In this case A ◦u B ≡ A ◦ B and
there would be nothing new to investigate.
In order that Eq. (6) to make sense, all quantities between parenthesis must be octonions,
and to avoid the trivial case (where u must be a scalar), we have to define a product between
octonions and Clifford multivectors that results in an octonion.
Then, for (homogeneous) multivectors u = u1 . . . uk ∈ Λk(R0,7) ↪→ C0,7, where {up}kp=1 ⊂
R
0,7 (k = 1, . . . ,7) and A ∈R⊕R0,7, we define the product • as
• :
(
R⊕R0,7)×Λk(R0,7)→R⊕R0,7,
(A,u) → A • u =
(((· · · (A ◦ u1) ◦ u2
) ◦ · · ·) ◦ uk−1
) ◦ uk. (7)
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A and u1 is firstly performed, the result is computed via the octonionic product, now, with u2.
This process lasts up to the last octonionic product with uk . Parentheses in Eq. (7) emphasize the
order of performance associated with the—non-associative—octonionic product, and the symbol
• remembers us the octonion A enters in the left entry in the product in Eq. (7).
We also define the product • as
• :Λk
(
R
0,7)× (R⊕R0,7)→R⊕R0,7,
(u,A) → u • A = u1 ◦
(· · · ◦ (uk−1 ◦ (uk ◦ A)
) · · ·). (8)
Analogously, parentheses in Eq. (8) emphasize the order of performance associated with the oc-
tonionic product inside each parenthesis in Eq. (8), and the symbol • remembers us the element
A enters in the right entry in the product in Eq. (8).
Remark 1. It is clear that by extending the product in Eq. (7) to the scalars—elements of
Λ0(R0,7)—we have that A • a = aA, which denotes the trivial multiplication by scalars, where
a ∈R= Λ0(R0,7). Therefore now it is possible to extend by linearity the product • to the whole
exterior algebra Λ(R0,7) = ⊕7a=0 Λa(R0,7) in such a way that the extended products are now
denoted by
•˙ :
(
R⊕R0,7)× Λ(R0,7)→R⊕R0,7, (9)
•˙ :Λ
(
R
0,7)× (R⊕R0,7)→R⊕R0,7. (10)
Remark 2. In Remark 1 we have extended by linearity the products in Eqs. (7) and (8) from
Λk(R0,7) to the whole exterior algebra Λ(R0,7) in such a way that now u ∈ Λ(R0,7). There-
fore, when we restrict u to the paravector space, i.e., u ∈ Λ0(R0,7) ⊕ Λ1(R0,7) = R⊕R0,7 ↪→
Λ(R0,7), then u becomes an octonion, and all the products •˙, •˙, and the usual octonionic
product ◦, are equivalent, since all these products take in this case two elements of the paravec-
tor space R ⊕ R0,7 and maps them to another element of the paravector space, via the usual
octonionic product defined by Eq. (1).
By abuse of notation we shall use hereon the symbol • uniquely to denote both products •˙
and •˙, in Eqs. (9) and (10), and each one of the above-mentioned products are to be clearly
implicit, as there exists an octonion in the left or right entry of the product •.
Now, after the algebraic pre-requisites have been introduced, given u ∈ Λ(R0,7), the u-product
is defined as
◦u :
(
R⊕R0,7)× (R⊕R0,7)→ (R⊕R0,7),
(A,B) → A ◦u B := (A • u) ◦
(
u−1 •B). (11)
It is worthwhile to note that
A ◦u B =
(
A ◦ (B • u)) • u−1 = u • ((u−1 •A) ◦B). (12)
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e1 ◦u e4 =
[
e1 • (e2e7)
] ◦ [(e2e7)−1 • e4
]
= [(e1 ◦ e2) ◦ e7
] ◦ [−e2 ◦ (e7 ◦ e4)
]
= [e4 ◦ e7] ◦ [−e2 ◦ e5]
= −e5 ◦ (−e3)
= −e2. (13)
We note that e1 ◦ e4 = −e2 too. We can prove, using Eq. (2) and the property 	ijk	lmk = δilδjm −
δimδjl + εij lm that A ◦u B = A ◦ B , whenever u is a homogeneous Clifford algebra element of
unit norm. When u is a paravector—an element of R ⊕ R0,7—it is clear that the u-product is
equivalent to the X-product.
In analogy to the XY -product and the (1,X)-product, just respectively defined by Eqs. (4) and
(5), it is also possible to define another product, the (1, u)-product, as
◦1,u :
(
R⊕R0,7)× (R⊕R0,7)→R⊕R0,7,
(A,B) → A ◦1,u B := A ◦
(
u−1 •B). (14)
Finally, Eq. (4) can be generalized, given fixed u,v ∈ C0,7, as
◦u,v :
(
R⊕R0,7)× (R⊕R0,7) →R⊕R0,7,
(A,B) → A ◦u,v B := (A • u) ◦
(
v−1 • B). (15)
Example 2. Let us now calculate the product e1 ◦u,v e4, where u = e4e6e7 and v = e1e5:
e1 ◦u,v e4 =
[
e1 • (e4e6e7)
] ◦ [(e1e5)−1 • e4
]
= [((e1 ◦ e4) ◦ e6
) ◦ e7
] ◦ [−e1 ◦ (e5 ◦ e4)
]
= [(−e2 ◦ e6) ◦ e7
] ◦ [−e1 ◦ (−e7)
]
= (−e7 ◦ e7) ◦ (−e3)
= −e3. (16)
5. O-units associated with the (1,u)-product
We enunciate in what follows some results necessary to show that the octonion algebra O is
isomorphic to the algebra O1,u ≡ (R⊕R0,7,◦1,u). Lemmata 1–5 are demonstrated by perform-
ing all the possible combinations of {ea}7a=1 and then extending this process by linearity to the
whole C0,7. It is implicit that u ∈ C0,7 is not a scalar, since in this case there would be nothing
to prove. In what follows A,B,C ∈O. The next lemma concerns the graded-associativity of the
•-product.
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while the elements u ∈ Λ2i+1(R0,7) ↪→ C0,7 satisfy the relation (u • A) ◦ B = −u • (A ◦ B).
These results can be expressed as
(u • A) ◦B = uˆ • (A ◦B).
Moreover, the relations
A ◦ (B • u) = (A ◦B) • uˆ
holds for all u ∈ C0,7.
Remark 3. Since we have just asserted that A • B ≡ A ◦ B when A,B are octonions, the as-
sertions of Lemma 1 are obviously equivalent to (u • A) • B = uˆ • (A • B) and A • (B • u) =
(A•B)• uˆ, from where it can be seen that we can correctly denominate this property as ‘graded-
associativity.’
Lemma 2. The elements u ∈ C0,7 satisfy
(u •A) ◦ B = −(u •B) ◦A.
Lemma 3. The elements u ∈ C0,7 \Λ6(R0,7) satisfy
u •A = A • u¯.
In the particular case where u = eaebecedef eg ∈ Λ6(R0,7) and A = eh, where none of the
subindices equals each other, the identity u •A = −1 = A • u holds.
Lemma 4. The elements u ∈ C0,7 satisfy the relation
u−1 • (u • A) = A = (A • u) • u−1. (17)
Lemma 5. Given u ∈ C0,7 it follows that
u • (A • u) = (u • A) • u = u • A • u. (18)
The lemmata above allow to generalize the O-product, also including ‘octonionic products’
between octonions and multivectors of C0,7. These lemmata provide the formal pre-requisite to
construct the multiplicative table of the Clifford algebra-dependent units {EA}7A=1, defined by
E1 = u • e1, E2 = u • e2, E3 = u • e3, E4 = uˆ • e4,
E5 = u • e5, E6 = uˆ • e6 and E7 = uˆ • e1. (19)
Doing the explicit verification on each one of the octonions defined by Eqs. (19), and subse-
quently extending by linearity in C0,7, it follows the
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Ea ◦1,u Eb = −Eb ◦1,u Ea.
Proof. When {a, b} = {1,2,3,5}, we see that
Ea ◦1,u Eb = (u • ea) ◦
(
u−1 • (u • eb)
)
= (u • ea) ◦ eb, using Lemma 4,
= −(u • eb) ◦ ea, by Lemma 2,
= −(u • eb) ◦
(
u−1 • (u • ea)
)
= −Eb ◦1,u Ea. (20)
The other cases, when {a, b} = {4,6,7}, are analogously demonstrated. 
The multiplication table of {Ea} is inherited from Table 1. We express the table (Table 2)
describing the (1, u)-product of the octonions EA.
With Table 2 we immediately see that {EA}7A=1 are the octonion units associated with the
(1, u)-product. We exhibit below the computations related to the first line of Table 2. The other
lines follow in an analogous way.
E1 ◦1,u E2 = (u • e1) ◦
(
u−1 • (u • e2)
)
= (u • e1) ◦ e2, using Lemma 4,
= uˆ • (e1 ◦ e2), by Lemma 1,
= uˆ • e6
= E6. (21)
We also have
E1 ◦1,u E3 = (u • e1) ◦
(
u−1 • (u • e3)
) = (u • e1) ◦ e3
= uˆ • (e1 ◦ e3) = uˆ • e4
= E4, (22)
Table 2
1 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7
E1 −1 E4 E7 −E2 E6 −E5 −E3
E2 −E4 −1 E5 E1 −E3 E7 −E6
E3 −E7 −E5 −1 E6 E2 −E4 E1
E4 E2 −E1 −E6 −1 E7 E3 −E5
E5 −E6 E3 −E2 −E7 −1 E1 E4
E6 E5 −E7 E4 −E3 −E1 −1 E2
E7 E3 E6 −E1 E5 −E4 −E2 −1
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(
u−1 • (u • e1)
)
= −(uˆ • e4) ◦ e1 = −u • (e4 ◦ e1) = −u • e3
= −E3, (23)
E1 ◦1,u E5 = (u • e1) ◦
(
u−1 • (u • e5)
)
= (u • e1) ◦ e5 = uˆ • (e1 ◦ e5) = uˆ • e7
= E7, (24)
E1 ◦1,u E6 = −E6 ◦1,u E1 = −(uˆ • e6) ◦
(
u−1 • (u • e1)
)
= −(uˆ • e6) ◦ e1 = −u • (e6 ◦ e1) = −u • e2
= −E2. (25)
Remark 4. The Moufang identities [4,16]
(A ◦B) ◦ (C ◦A) = A ◦ (B ◦ C) ◦A, (26)
(A ◦B ◦A) ◦ C = A ◦ (B ◦ (A ◦ C)), (27)
(A ◦B) ◦ (C ◦A) = A ◦ (C ◦ B) ◦A, (28)
C ◦ (A ◦ B ◦ A) = ((C ◦A) ◦ B) ◦ A, (29)
A,B,C ∈O can be immediately generalized for the (1, u)-product, using Table 2, as
(A ◦1,u B) ◦1,u (C ◦1,u A) = A ◦1,u (B ◦1,u C) ◦1,u A, (30)
(A ◦1,u B ◦1,u A) ◦1,u C = A ◦1,u
(
B ◦1,u (A ◦1,u C)
)
, (31)
(A ◦1,u B) ◦1,u (C ◦1,u A) = A ◦1,u (C ◦1,u B) ◦1,u A, (32)
C ◦1,u (A ◦1,u B ◦1,u A) =
(
(C ◦1,u A) ◦1,u B
) ◦1,u A. (33)
In the case of the products
•˙ :
(
R⊕R0,7)×Λ(R0,7)→R⊕R0,7 and •˙ :Λ
(
R
0,7)× (R⊕R0,7)→R⊕R0,7,
(34)
it can be shown that uniquely using the Clifford conjugation and the graded involution it is not
possible to get some kind of Moufang identities. The following counterexamples show why it is
not possible.
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(A ◦B) ◦ (C ◦ A) = A ◦ (B ◦C) ◦A, A,B,C ∈O. (35)
Suppose that an immediate generalization for such an identity is the expression
(u • A) • (B • u) = u • (A •B) • u, u ∈ C0,7, (36)
or (u•A)• (B •u) = uˆ• (A•B)•u, or (u•A)• (B •u) = u¯• (A•B)•u, or the product given by
Eq. (36), for any combination of the graded involution and/or Clifford conjugation acting on u.
In order to the expressions become more clear, we denote Eq. (36) as
(u • A) ◦ (B • u) = u • (A ◦B) • u, u ∈ C0,7, (37)
since the product • between paravectors—elements of R⊕R0,7—is equal to the product ◦. Let
u = e6e7e1e3, A = e2 and B = e5. On the one hand,
(e6e7e1e3 • e2) ◦ (e5 • e6e7e1e3) = −e4 (38)
and
e6e7e1e3 • (e2 ◦ e5) • e6e7e1e3 = −e4. (39)
On the other hand, if we take u = e1e2e3e6, A = e4 and B = e7, we have that:
(e1e2e3e6 • e4) ◦ (e7 • e1e2e3e6) = e6, (40)
while
e1e2e3e6 • (e4 ◦ e7) • e1e2e3e6 = −e6. (41)
We then realize that for distinct elements u ∈ Λ4(R0,7), we have (u•A)◦(B •u) = u•(A◦B)•u,
and (u • A) ◦ (B • u) = −u • (A ◦ B) • u. These last two relations cannot be mutually satisfied
by two elements in C0,7 presenting the same degree. Analogous counterexamples can be shown
for the product given by Eq. (36) with any combination of the graded involution and/or Clifford
conjugation acting on u. It is also possible to show that the other Moufang identities given by
Eqs. (27)–(29) cannot be generalized for the products • : (R⊕R0,7)×Λ(R0,7) →R⊕R0,7 and
• :Λ(R0,7) × (R ⊕ R0,7) → R ⊕ R0,7, uniquely using the Clifford conjugation and the graded
involution.
6. Octonionic product between Clifford multivectors and generalizations
Given vectors {up}kp=1 ⊂ R0,7 and {vq}kq=1 ⊂ R0,7, 1  k  7, and elements u = u1 · · ·uk ,
v = v1 · · ·vk ∈ C0,7, we define the “octonionic product” between elements of the Clifford alge-
bra C0,7 as
 :C0,7 × C0,7 →R⊕R0,7,
(u, v) → u v := u1 ◦
(
u2 ◦
(· · · ◦ (uk • v) · · ·
))
. (42)
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octonionic product. After calculating the product uk •v, the result is computed via the octonionic
product with uk−1, and then successively until the last reminiscent result, which is computed with
u1 through the usual octonionic product. It can be easily seen that, when we restrict elements of
C0,7 to the paravector space R⊕R0,7, then A B ≡ A ◦B , where A,B ∈R⊕R0,7.
Example 4. Let us compute the product e1e2  e3e4:
e1e2  e3e4 = e1 ◦
(
e2 • (e3e4)
) = e1 ◦ (e5 ◦ e4) = e1 ◦ (−e7)
= e3. (43)
We also define the product
 :C0,7 × C0,7 →R⊕R0,7,
(u, v) → u v :=
((· · · ◦ (u • v1) ◦ v2
) ◦ · · ·) ◦ vk. (44)
It is immediate to see that A B = A ◦B , whenever A,B ∈R⊕R0,7, since we have just seen
that A • B = A ◦B , by Eqs. (7) and (8).
It is now immediate to see that the Moufang identities (26)–(29) are not valid to the products
 and .
Example 5. Let us see whether the Moufang identity given by Eq. (26) can be generalized to the
 product. On the one hand, let us compute the product e7e3  (e5e4  e1e6) e7e3:
e7e3  (e5e4  e1e6) e7e3 = e7e3 
(
e5 ◦ (e4 • e1e6)
) e7e3
= e7e3 
(
e5 ◦ (e2 ◦ e6)
) e7e3
= e7e3  (e5 ◦ e7) e7e3
= e7e3  e4  e7e3
= (e7 ◦ e6) • e7e3
= −e2 • e7e3
= e6 ◦ e3
= e4. (45)
On the other hand, we have:
(e7e3  e5e4) (e1e6  e7e3) =
(
e7 ◦ (e2 ◦ e4)
) ◦ (e1 ◦ (e2 ◦ e3)
)
= (e7 ◦ e1) ◦ (e1 ◦ e5)
= e3 ◦ e6
= −e4. (46)
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was exhibited, and similarly it is easy to see that the other identities given by Eqs. (27)–(29) are
not generalizable too.
Definition (44) allows us to see that the (1, u)-product can also be generalized in order to
encompass elements u ∈ C0,7 in the first or in the second entry, as follows (by abuse of notation
we denote distinct products ◦1,u : (R ⊕ R0,7) × (R ⊕ R0,7) → R ⊕ R0,7, ◦1,u :C0,7 × (R ⊕
R0,7) → R⊕ R0,7, ◦1,u : (R ⊕ R0,7) × C0,7 → R ⊕ R0,7 and ◦1,u :C0,7 × C0,7 → R ⊕ R0,7
by the same symbol ◦1,u):
◦1,u :C0,7 ×
(
R⊕R0,7)→R⊕R0,7,
(v,A) → v ◦1,u A := v •
(
u−1 •A). (47)
Hereon we can opt to use  or  in the definitions below, and therefore we adopt the symbol 
to denote any one of them. Obviously if one of the two products  and  is to be chosen, the
respective choice must also be made in all the following definitions. Now we define
◦1,u :
(
R⊕R0,7)× C0,7 →R⊕R0,7,
(A, v) → A ◦1,u v := A ◦
(
u−1  v). (48)
It is immediate that by Eq. (47) we have A ◦1,u u = A, so the element u is the right unit of the
product defined in Eq. (48). Using Lemma 4 and Eq. (47) we can also prove that u ◦1,u A = A,
so that u is also the left unit related to the product defined in Eq. (48), and we conclude that the
unit associated with the (1, u)-product is u ∈ C0,7. The last ◦1,u extension, given z ∈ C0,7 fixed
but arbitrary, is defined by
◦1,u :C0,7 × C0,7 →R⊕R0,7,
(v, z) → v ◦1,u z := v •
(
u−1  z). (49)
Given z, t ∈ C0,7, the products given in Section 4 are immediately extended3 if we define:
◦u :C0,7 ×
(
R⊕R0,7)→R⊕R0,7,
(v,A) → v ◦u A := (v  u) ◦
(
u−1 • A), (50)
◦u :
(
R⊕R0,7)× C0,7 →R⊕R0,7,
(A, v) → A ◦u v := (A • u) ◦
(
u−1  v), (51)
◦u :C0,7 × C0,7 →R⊕R0,7,
(v, z) → v ◦u z := (v  u) ◦
(
u−1  z). (52)
Finally the (u, v)-product defined by Eq. (15) can also be extended as
3 We analogously denote the products below by the same symbols, by abuse of notation.
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(
R⊕R0,7) →R⊕R0,7,
(z,A) → z ◦u,v A := (z  u) ◦
(
v−1 •A), (53)
◦u,v :
(
R⊕R0,7)× C0,7 →R⊕R0,7,
(A, z) → A ◦u,v z := (A • u) ◦
(
v−1  z), (54)
◦u,v :C0,7 × C0,7 →R⊕R0,7,
(t, z) → t ◦u,v z := (t  u) ◦
(
v−1  z). (55)
7. Generalizations and equivalence between O-like algebras
From Table 2, we see that O  O1,u. Now it is shown how, from a copy of Ou, we can
obtain, for instance, the algebra Ou,C := (R⊕R0,7,◦u,C), u ∈ C0,7 and C is an octonion. The
process is accomplished by taking in the algebra Ou = (O,◦u), products-(1, v), i.e., given A,B ∈
R⊕R0,7, we calculate the product:
A ◦u
(
v−1 ◦u B
) = (A • u) ◦ {u−1 • [(v−1  u) ◦ (u−1 • B)]}
= (A • u) ◦ {u−1 • [u • ((u−1  v−1) ◦ B)]}
= (A • u) ◦ [(u−1  v−1) ◦B]
= (A • u) ◦ (C ◦B)
= A ◦u,C B, (56)
where we have defined
C = u−1  v−1 ∈R⊕R0,7. (57)
The algebra Ou then originates Ou,C .
In an analogous way the algebra Ou gives rise to the algebra OB•u, by the
Theorem 1. (A ◦u B) ◦u (B−1 ◦u C) = ±A ◦B•u C, ∀A,B,C ∈R⊕R0,7, u ∈ C0,7.
Proof.
(A ◦u B) ◦u
(
B−1 ◦u C
) = {[(A • u) ◦ (u−1 •B)] • u} ◦ {u−1 • [(B−1 • u) ◦ (u−1 •C)]}
= {[(A ◦ (B • u)) • u−1] • u} ◦ {u−1 • [u • ((u−1 •B−1) ◦C)]}
= [A ◦ (B • u)] ◦ [(u−1 •B−1) ◦ C]
= ±[A ◦ (B • u)] ◦ [(B • u)−1 ◦C]
= ±A ◦B•u C. (58)
If B ∈R⊕R0,7 is such that BB¯ = B¯B = 1, i.e., B ∈ S7, then Theorem 1 is enunciated as
(A ◦u B) ◦u (B¯ ◦u C) = ±A ◦B•u C, ∀A,B,C ∈R⊕R0,7, u ∈ C0,7.  (59)
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We generalized the X- and XY -products, introducing the products ◦u : (R ⊕ R0,7) × (R ⊕
R
0,7) →R⊕R0,7 and ◦u,v : (R⊕R0,7) × (R⊕R0,7) →R⊕R0,7, where u,v ∈ C0,7 are cho-
sen to be fixed but arbitrary. After the formal definitions we extended these products in order
to encompass the products (R ⊕ R0,7) × C0,7 → R ⊕ R0,7, C0,7 × (R ⊕ R0,7) → R ⊕ R0,7
and C0,7 × C0,7 → R ⊕ R0,7. We also furnish the mathematical requirements to introduce
Clifford algebra-parametrized octonionic units associated with the (1, u)-product and, conse-
quently, to produce a copy of O, but now endowed with the (1, u)-product. The Moufang
identities are immediately obtained for such new octonionic units. Also, the algebra Ou and
OB•u are shown to be equivalent, since the former originates the latter from iterated u-products.
The products • :C0,7 × (R ⊕ R0,7) → R ⊕ R0,7 and • : (R ⊕ R0,7) × C0,7 → R ⊕ R0,7 are
graded-associative, indicating the rise of a supersymmetric structure out of these products.
Some more general algebras can be constructed from simpler ones, as the explicit construc-
tion given by Eq. (56). Although the products • :Λ(R0,7) × (R ⊕ R0,7) → R ⊕ R0,7 and
• : (R⊕R0,7)×Λ(R0,7) →R⊕R0,7 are equivalent, in a sense, to the left and right actions pre-
sented in [4], this new approach allows us to generalize these actions in order to enclose all the
products defined in this paper. Moreover, the present approach permits the graded-associativity
shown in Lemma 1 to become transparent, and to use a simpler notation. Finally, by considering
octonions inside the Clifford algebra arena we can go beyond the paravector space R⊕R0,7 and
approach Clifford algebra C0,7 space, which is the most natural formalism we use to generalize
the X and XY -products. Explicit applications of the present formalism in some physical theories
are to be presented in a forthcoming paper [17].
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